
The Catechism of the Catholic Church on Purgatory 
 

1031 The Church gives the name Purgatory to this final purification of the elect, which 
is entirely different from the punishment of the damned. The Church formulated her 
doctrine of faith on Purgatory especially at the Councils of Florence and Trent. The 
tradition of the Church, by reference to certain texts of Scripture, speaks of a cleansing 
fire:  
As for certain lesser faults, we must believe that, before the Final Judgment, there is a 
purifying fire. He who is truth says that whoever utters blasphemy against the Holy 
Spirit will be pardoned neither in this age nor in the age to come. From this sentence 
we understand that certain offenses can be forgiven in this age, but certain others in 
the age to come. 
 
1472 To understand this doctrine and practice of the Church, it is necessary to 
understand that sin has a double consequence. Grave sin deprives us of communion with 
God and therefore makes us incapable of eternal life, the privation of which is called 
the "eternal punishment" of sin. On the other hand every sin, even venial, entails an 
unhealthy attachment to creatures, which must be purified either here on earth or after 
death in the state called Purgatory. This purification frees one from what is called the 
"temporal punishment" of sin. These two punishments must not be conceived of as a 
kind of vengeance inflicted by God from without, but as following from the very 
nature of sin. A conversion which proceeds from a fervent charity can attain the 
complete purification of the sinner in such a way that no punishment would remain. 
 
1475 In the communion of saints, "a perennial link of charity exists between the faithful 
who have already reached their heavenly home, those who are expiating their sins in 
purgatory and those who are still pilgrims on earth. Between them there is, too, an 
abundant exchange of all good things." In this wonderful exchange, the holiness of one 
profits others, well beyond the harm that the sin of one could cause others. Thus 
recourse to the communion of saints lets the contrite sinner be more promptly and 
efficaciously purified of the punishments for sin. 

1498 Through indulgences the faithful can obtain the remission of temporal 
punishment resulting from sin for themselves and also for the souls in Purgatory.  

Indulgences. The word indulgence originally meant kindness or favor; in post-classic 
Latin it came to mean the remission of a tax or debt. In Roman law and in the Vulgate 
of the Old Testament, it was used to express release from captivity or punishment. In 
theological language also the word is sometimes employed in its primary sense to 
signify the kindness and mercy of God. An indulgence is a remission of the temporal 
punishment due to sin, the guilt of which has been forgiven. Indulgences are a great aid 
to true devotion, fostering a spirit of prayer and sacrifice in the name of Christ, not just 
for one’s own benefit, but for the benefit of all the faithful. 


